
A Day-in-the-life of Psy

A collaborative intelligence for innovation 
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Innovators must consume vast and increasing volumes of ever more complex information, see patterns, understand what 

they mean, and develop insights about what will matter. The future innovator will need to have their cognitive and 

creative capabilities augmented if they are to continue to be effective.

Innovation Acceleration through Cognitive Collaboration

The capacity to 

discover and 

understand –

Times 10

“Intelligence 

augmentation 

decreases the 

need for 

specialization 

and increases 

participatory 

complexity.” 

Jamais Cascio –

Author and Futurist
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A Future Intelligence
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Meet Psy – our AI Collaborator

Release 5.2 – updated 11/20/2025
Built from TensorFlow release 8.1
DeepLearning v4.5 from DeepMind
Natural Language and voice recognition – Nuance

Intelligence level 6.3
1.5B conceptual inferences per second

Operational 24/7
Managing 213 innovation projects worldwide. 
Communicating over 3,487 Slack (v8.3) channels 
Continuous access of  2.3M data streams
Active ‘Brains’ - 782
Negotiation access – 1.37M organization AI’s
Dialog access – 43.8M individual PVA’s

Sits on the Innovation 
Leadership Council
Advisor to the BoD



Psy’s Day

GMT - 4














Psy’s Day – The Narrative

In the morning, innovation team members come in 
and pull up what Psy has gathered for them - the 
10 things they need to know today.

Psy is directing 40 discovery projects and 17 
ongoing MVP trials. She communicates with team 
members through Slack channels so they know 
exactly what is happening and what they need to 
do.

Psy delivers an engagement schedule  to the PVA’s 
of 45 global team members working on 24 
different discovery projects. Psy negotiated these 
overnight with company and individual AI agents.

The team members put on their AR headsets, 
updated with information filters, and start the 
engagements. Psy records everything and provides 
an immediate, shared summary when done.

There are 23 group events today. Facilitators 
receive prep material in advance. All meetings are 
recorded and searchable daily transcript, synthesis 
and summaries are automatically created and 
shared.

Every team member gets a shared end-of-day 
summary and individual communication on their 
Slack channel. Humans go to sleep and Psy works 
on.















Psy and The Inevitable

The Inevitable: Understanding the 12 Technological Forces That Will Shape Our Future 
– Kevin Kelley

https://www.amazon.com/Inevitable-Understanding-Technological-Forces-Future/dp/0143110373/


A Personal and Team AI Innovation Collaborator
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Engagements
Relationships

Entities
Patterns

Transcripts
Ideas/Observations

Questions

Community CorpusUnderstanding
Suggestions

Gaps/Confusions



The New Innovation Inevitable

The nature of innovation is changing – the way we do innovation 

needs to change

The world is speeding up and once non-overlapping domains 

are increasingly  intersecting

More information than ever is being created – by orders of 

magnitude – and it’s accelerating

New AI-driven technologies are poised to help draw insights and 

opportunities out of masses of data

Adopting these new technologies and tools can transform the 

practice of innovation and provide a differential advantage
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